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WELCOME TO SPIN CASINO. Spin Casino offers players a world of online and mobile entertainment,
with plenty of casino games to enjoy on various platforms. From slots, table games, such as blackjack

and roulette, video poker and live casino games, Spin Casino has it all. Add to this a sports betting
section with e-sports and In-Play betting, and you have all your entertainment needs in one place. There

are regular promotions, plenty of deposit and withdrawal options, and 24/7 support, all in a safe and
secure environment. Players can enjoy all of this via Spin Casino’s online or mobile casino, or simply

https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-ch
https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-ch


download the casino app for exciting games on the go. Spin Casino is licensed by the Malta Gaming
Authority, certified by eCOGRA and makes use of the latest SSL encryption technology, as well as a

Random Number Generator, to ensure safe, secure and fair gaming. Atlantic City Blackjack Gold.
Classic Blackjack Gold. European Blackjack Gold. Vegas Single Deck Blackjack Gold. European

Roulette Gold. Multi Wheel European Roulette Gold. Aces & Eights Video Poker. Deuces Wild Bonus
Video Poker. Double Double Bonus Poker. Cash Splash Progressive - 5 Reel. Major Millions

Progressive - 5 Reel. Mega Moolah Progressive. Treasure Nile Progressive. Cash Splash Progressive.
WORLD-CLASS GAMES. At Spin Casino, players can enjoy exciting games, which include slots, table
games, video poker and casual games from industry-leading software provider, Microgaming. With the
start of the mobile revolution around 2004, most of these games are now available at the mobile casino,
with all the games (including new releases), ready to be played online. Various themes and exciting in-
game bonus features add to the fun of these online casino games, and, with more than 500 to choose

from, we’re happy to say that there is something for everyone. LIVE CASINO GAMES. Thanks to
Evolution Gaming, players at Spin Live can enjoy live casino games, which are streamed in real time

directly to a PC, laptop or mobile device. While most of these games are new versions of classic table
games, like Infinite Blackjack and Lightning Roulette, there are gameshow-style live games, such as

Deal or No Deal and MONOPOLY Live. SPIN CASINO VEGAS GAMES. Another selection that players
can explore is Spin Vegas. Slots from software providers Microgaming and NetEnt have been hand-

picked to provide players with a quality gaming experience, with top-notch games and smooth
gameplay. SPIN SPORTS. For those who prefer the physical side of betting, or who want to take a break

from the casino action, we have a dedicated sports offering. Enter Spin Sports. Here, we offer a wide
selection of special offers, great odds and betting markets (including Win/Draw/Win, Over/Under and
Exact Score). As is the case with Spin Casino, Spin Sports is also available on both PC and mobile

devices. Spin Sports offers Fractional Odds, Decimal Odds and American Odds, so bettors can decide
for themselves which kind of bets they would like to take. Since it’s part of the same gaming brand,
expect safe and secure deposits, bets and fair results. Some of the sports that players can bet on

include Golf, Ice Hockey, Basketball and Horse Racing. Alternatively, bets can be placed on esports like
League of Legends, Dota 2 and Fortnite at Spin Esports. Spin Sports uses software provided by

SBTech, an award-winning sports betting software provider. With technical excellence, deep market
knowledge and innovative solutions, it ensures that it delivers a competitive edge. SBTech is the winner

of the Online Sports Betting Supplier at the 2020 Global Gaming Awards. IN-PLAY BETTING. In-Play
betting is one of the options players at Spin InPlay have when wanting to place bets at the last minute,
while the game or match is still happening. These In-Play bets are only available on certain sports and
during certain times of the game, and it’s important to note that they do not replace the original bet that

was placed. SAFE AND SECURE. Spin Casino, including Spin Sports, offers a safe and secure
environment for players to enjoy themselves in some of the best online and mobile casino games

around. There are plenty of deposit and withdrawal options to choose from, as well as regular
promotions which players can enter should they wish to do so. If you have any questions, our support

team is available 24/7 via email or live chat. 
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